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Abstract--We develop and analyze preconditioners for the iterative solution of the system of equations 
arising from the discretization of multi-dimensional singularly perturbed boundary value problems. This 
includes a class of convection diffusion models. The choice of preconditioner is crucial for the efficient 
solution of the system of equations. In particular, it is necessary to choose a preconditioner that 
substantially reduces the condition number K both for small grid size h and for large values of the 
parameter K multiplying the convection terms.A class of preconditioners is analyzed that is inexpensive 
to implement and for which r = 0(1) as h ~0 and r = (1 + K u2) as K--.oo for some convection diffusion 
problems with positive definite symmetric part, This result is then used to develop an algorithm with work 
estimate 0(1 + K m) as K~oo for a more general class of convection diffusion problems including those 
with indefinite symmetric part. Numerical experiments using a symmetric multigrid preconditioner 
demonstrate he effectiveness of the numerical method even for large problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate methods for solving the system of equations arising from a finite 
difference or finite element discretization of the following model problem in two dimensions: 
Lru=- -~x\ 8xj+~y\ 8y]J 
{ ua o.+o_ } +K" c~x+-~x(cu)+d~-fy 8y(dU) +Kpu=f in f~, (la) 
u=0 on 8fl (lb) 
where 0 ~< tr ~< 1, 1 ~< K < oo, f~ is a two-dimensional domain with piecewise smooth boundary Of~, 
the coefficients are real and sufficiently smooth, and 
min{a(x,y),b(x,y)}>~ao>O in f~. (lc) 
The methods and results of this paper can be readily extended to three dimensions. For K ~> 1, 
equations (1) define a singularly perturbed boundary value problem. In applications, this problem 
is often expressed in an alternative form by scaling equation (1) by E = K-L (Hence the second 
derivatives are multiplied by a small parameter E.) For convenience we have expressed equation 
(la) in a form that clearly exhibits its symmetric part, 
f a : a,,', 
and skew symmetric part, although the original model need not be given in this form (see Remark 
1.1 below). When a = 1 in equation (1 a) we have the important special case of convection diffusion 
models. 
Suppose that equations (1) are discretized by a finite difference or finite element method 
characterized by a mesh size h. When Kh is too large, standard iscretizations can become unstable 
and alternative discretization techniques have been developed. We refer to Refs [1, 2] and references 
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cited there for detailed discussions of discretization methods. The goal of the present work is to 
investigate preconditioners for the iterative solution of the resulting system of linear equations 
A U = F, (2) 
where A = Ax, h is typically a large sparse non-symmetric matrix. We refer to Refs [3-8] and 
references cited there for comprehensive treatments ofconjugate gradient and other preconditioned 
iterative methods. 
The development of a suitable preconditioner is crucial for the efficient solution of equation (2). 
The two main requirements on the preconditioner a e that (i) the condition number x(A') of the 
preconditioned matrix A' is substantially reduced and (ii) the implementation f the preeonditioner 
does not add substantially to the computational cost of each iteration. Since the number of 
iterations is typically proportional to x(A') or x(A') t/z, an appropriate preconditioner can 
dramatically decrease the overall computational cost. Various preconditioners were developed and 
analyzed in Refs [3-8] in connection with discrete lliptic operators and shown to be quite effective 
as h-*0. The preconditioners were obtained using some simple positive definite symmetric elliptic 
operator in order to satisfy condition (ii) above. 
The goal of the present work is to efficiently solve equation (2) both as h~O and K--.oo. Thus 
it is important to develop suitable preconditioners (depending on K) and to estimate K(A ') as K--* c~ 
(as well as h ~0). This problem was investigated in Ref. [9] for a general class of singularly 
perturbed finite difference operators in a square. In the present paper, we first improve these 
condition number estimates for large K for the special case of equations (1) in which 
p(x,y)>>.po>O in f~. (3) 
We then show that these results can be applied to more general operators of form (1) for which 
condition (3) need not hold. 
We consider both finite difference and finite element discretizations. When condition (3) holds, 
the symmetric part of Lx (and A) is positive definite. With a symmetric preconditioning, this 
property also holds for the preconditioned matrix A'. Our condition number estimates are now 
obtained using the concept of "spectral equivalence" [see condition (17)]. See Ref. [10] for a 
comprehensive discussion of spectral and norm equivalence of discrete lliptic operators. 
Our preconditioners are constructed using the differential operator L{¢ defined by the following 
boundary value problem: 
L~u=-Au+Ku=f  in f~, u=0 on df~, (4) 
where A denotes the Laplacian. Let A ÷ = A ~.h denote the matrix corresponding toa finite difference 
or finite element discretization of equations (4). Our main result states that when condition (3) 
holds, 
x(A ' )=O( I+K "-1/2) as K--*~, (5) 
where A' is defined by a symmetric preconditioning using a preconditioning operator M-~ that 
in some sense approximates A +-'. More precisely, we assume that M-  ~ is speetrally equivalent to 
A + -', uniformly in K and h (see Definition 2.1). (It follows from Ref. [9] that x (A ') = 0 (1 + K 20-~) 
using a left or right preconditioning.) Furthermore, x(A') = 0 (1) as h ~0. Equation (2) can then 
be solved by the preconditioned conjugate gradient method applied to the normal equations 
(PCGN). Equation (2) can also be solved using other preconditioned iterative methods that may 
be more efficient for problems with positive definite symmetric part [3]. It follows from equation 
(5) that the computational work (operation count) required for a prescribed accuracy is of order 
0(1 +K ~-1/2) as K~.  
In particular, we see that equations (1) can be approximately solved with an operation count 
bounded by 0(1 + K t/2) for convection diffusion models [a = 1 in equation (la)] for large values 
of K, provided condition (3) holds. We also show that this is true for some convection diffusion 
models for which condition (3) does not hold, provided a suitable condition holds for either c(x, y) 
or d(x, y). The main point is that Lx in equation (1 a) can often be transformed into another operator 
of the same form for which condition (3) holds using a simple transformation. This is demonstrated 
in Section 5 (see Algorithm 5.1) using the transformation U = e'-~u or U = e~Yu with ~ independent 
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of K. We assume in Section 5 that either c(x,y) or d(x,y) is bounded from below (above) by a 
positive (negative) number. 
In Section 4.3 we discuss methods for constructing specific preconditioning operators. Such 
operators can be obtained by applying suitable iterative methods, including multigrid methods, to 
the system of equations corresponding to a discretization of equations (4). Since the mass matrix 
or diagonal matrix elements become dominant as K~ oo, typical iterative methods can be very 
efficiently applied to the system of equations with coefficient matrix A + for all K > 0, particularly 
for large K. 
We now outline the remainder of the paper. In Section 2, we briefly discuss preconditioned 
conjugate gradient i erative methods. The main result of Section 2, Theorem 2.1, is crucial for the 
proof of the results in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we prove our main result (Theorem 3.1) for 
a finite difference discretization of system (1) in the unit square, assuming condition (3) holds. In 
Section 4, we again assume condition (3) and prove an analogous result (Theorem 4.1) for a finite 
element discretization of system (1) in a general domain. The result is proved using an operator 
formulation of the finite element method under weak assumptions on the finite element spaces. In 
Section 4.3, the spectral equivalence condition is reformulated in order to show how to construct 
specific preconditioners u ing a class of iterative methods. In Section 5, we show how Theorem 
3.1 or 4.1 can be applied to some convection diffusion problems for which condition (3) does not 
hold. In Section 6, we describe the specific numerical algorithm we implemented and some typical 
numerical results. The preconditioner is given by a symmetric multigrid cycle (see Definition 6.1). 
The use of Gauss Seidel relaxation with red-black and black-red ordering makes the resulting 
algorithm well-suited for vector and parallel computation. The numerical results validate our 
theoretical results and demonstrate he effectiveness of the method. 
Remark 1.1 
There is no loss in generality in assuming that the differential operator has the convenient form 
given in equation (la). To see this, suppose instead that Lx is defined by 
( o` " do,,) Lx`" =- L o u + K ~ e ~x + Oy,] + Kqu, 
where 
It is easily seen that 
where 
{o (aO.) O (ba.)l 
Lo`" = - \ Ox] + \ Oy]J" 
K°f  Ou 0 daU 0 } K 
= 2q KO_ ,(Oc\_~x ~--Od)_ P - +oy  • 
Thus Lx is expressed in form (la). 
2. PRECONDITIONED CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD 
In this section, we discuss the preconditioned conjugate gradient method applied to system (2) 
arising from a discretization fequations (1) with grid size h. In order to carry out our finite element 
analysis in Section 4, we consider anon-singular linear operator equation in a Hilbert space H with 
finite dimension N = N(h) :  
AU =- Ax.h U = F. (6) 
(For brevity we suppress the h and K dependence ofA and other operators in our notation.) The 
inner product and norm on H are denoted by 
(V, W)n and ]l VII,=(V, V)~ ~ VV, Wel l .  
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We assume the inner product o be real-valued, although our results hold for complex-valued inner 
product with very little modification in the proofs. The operator norm of any linear operator L
acting in H is defined by 
l[ Lv II, 
IllL Ill. = max ~ .  
o,, V~H II v II. 
The operator A can be non-symmetric with indefinite symmetric part. A convergent i erative 
method for solving condition (6) is given by the conjugate gradient method applied to the normal 
equations (CGN). See Refs [8-11] for detailed treatments of conjugate gradient ype iterative 
methods in a Hilbert space. We summarize the results we need. Let { U~} denote the sequence of 
iterates generated by CGN starting from initial guess U0. U~ minimizes the residual norm, 
IIr, II- = IIh (U  - U , ) l l . , over  a suitable finite-dimensional subspace of H. Let A * denote the adjoint 
of A in H and let 2max(A'A) and 2mi,(A*A) denote the largest and smallest eigenvalues, 
respectively, of the positive definite symmetric operator A*A. The condition number, x(A), is 
defined by 
x "A" /2max (A *A ) 
) - ~* - - J3  = IliA Ill. Ill A - '  III.. (7) 
It has been proved (see, e.g. Ref. [3]) that 
IIA(U=U311.<...2 ¥~jlIA(U-Uo)II., i>0 .  (8) 
It follows from condition (8) that the number of iterations required for a prescribed accuracy is 
proportional to x (A). 
Let A s = (A + A *)/2 and A n = (A - A *)/2 denote the symmetric and skew symmetric parts of 
A. It follows immediately that 
(A s V, V)u = (A V, V)u (9a) 
and 
(ARV, V)u= - (V ,  ARV)u=O VV~H.  (9b) 
For our main results, we require that As is positive definite. 
In our main applications, A corresponds to a finite element or finite difference discretization of 
a second-order differential operator. Since x(A)= 0(h-~), it is important o develop a precondi- 
tioner that substantially reduces the condition number as h ~0 and K~ and is inexpensive to 
apply at each iteration [3-8]. The preconditioned operator typically has the form A' = Q ~-~AQ~ 
with suitable linear operators Q~ and Q2 acting in H. When Q2 = I (Q~ = I) with I denoting the 
identity operator, this corresponds to a left (right) preconditioning. 
We employ a symmetric preconditioning based on a positive definite symmetric operator M. Let 
M ~/~ denote the unique positive definite square root of M. Now set Qt - Q2 =- M~a and replace 
equation (6) by 
A'U" = M- I /2AM- ' /2(M 1/2 U) = M- 'aF  (10) 
with the preconditioned matrix given by 
A' = M-I/Z AM -I/2. (11) 
CGN is now employed to solve equation (10). The resulting algorithm (referred to as PCGN) is 
described in detail in Refs [3, 8]. Each iteration requires two matrix-vector p oducts (A V and A * V) 
and two preconditioning solves (M- ~ V). The symmetric and skew symmetric parts of A' are given 
by 
A's= M-I/~As M-I/2 and A'R= M-t /2AnM -la. 
Since we employ a symmetric preconditioning and As is positive definite, we see that A ~ is also 
positive definite. 
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Now suppose that M is a positive definite symmetric linear operator that is spectrally equivalent 
to As. To be precise, suppose there are positive constants C, and C2 such that 
C~(As, V, V)M <.N (MV, V)H <<. C2(AsV, V)H. (12) 
The following theorem is crucial for the proof of our main results in the next two sections. 
Theorem 2.1 
Suppose that M is a positive definite symmetric linear operator satisfying condition (12) and 
A' - M-1/2AM-I/2. 
Then 
(A A.V, 
x(A')  <~ C2C~ -L 1 + max 
o,,w. (AsV, V)~: J" 
(13) 
Proof. It follows easily from conditions (7) and (12) that 
x(A ') <<. C2C7' x(Asl/2AAsl/2). 
Hence it suffices to prove 
(A~'AR V, AR V)~ 2 
tc(Asl/ :AAs '/2) ~< 1 + max 
o, ,w.  (AsV, V)~ 2 
It follows readily from definition (7) that 
tc(A ~ l/2 AA s I/2) <~ CRC£ t , 
provided 
(13') 
(14a) 
(A st A W, A W) .  (A s' A R W, A n W)t~ 
~< l + max V W e H. ( l  6b) 
(AsW, W). o .w~.  (AsW, W). 
It follows from estimate (16b) that we can choose CR to be the right-hand side of esti- 
mate (13'). Using estimate (14a), this value of CR and CL/> 1, we obtain estimate (IY) and hence 
estimate (13). Q.E.D. 
Hence 
CL <~ [IAsl/2AAsl/2Vl]" ~ CR VVEH,  (14b) 
II v It. 
for two positive constants, CL and CR. Inequalities (14b) are equivalent to 
(A s i AA s 1/2 V, AA s 1/2 V)~2 
Q <~ <~ CR VV e H. 
II v II. 
Setting W = A s'/2 V, this reduces to 
_< (As iA  W, AW)~ 2 
cL-  (15) 
We first obtain a lower bound, Q ,  in condition (15). Using equation (9a) and the Schwarz 
inequality, we have 
(as w, w)u  = (A W, W) .  = (A s'/2 A W, A ~s/2 W) .  <~ (a s' a W, A W)g 2" (A s W, W)~ 2. 
Hence 
(AsW, W)~:<~(As'AW, AW)~ 2 VWEH.  (15a) 
Thus CL i> I. 
We next obtain an upper bound, CR, in condition (15). Since A = A s + AR, we apply equation 
(9b) to obtain V W ~ H 
(As ia  W, A W) u = (W, A s W)u + (Asl  AR W, A R W)u. 
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We apply Theorem 2.1 in the next two sections with A given by a discretization of the operator 
in system (1). As corresponds to the discretization of its symmetric part and is positive definite when 
condition (3) holds. The space H is given in Section 3 by the Euclidean space R s with the usual 
Euclidean inner product. In Section 4, H is given by a finite element space with the L 2 inner product. 
Note. Since M -t need only be spectrally equivalent to As, it can be obtained from a simple 
constant coefficient differential operator such as that in definition (4). Furthermore, it is not 
necessary to invert the operator As. Efficient methods for obtaining M-~ are discussed briefly at 
the end of Section 4. 
For the estimates in Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 to be independent of h and clearly exhibit the growth 
rate as K~,  it is necessary that the spectral equivalence constants in condition (12) be 
independent of both h and K. To this end, we formally define the concept of uniform spectral 
equivalence of families of operators. 
Definition 2.1 
Let {Dx.h } and {D~:.h} denote two families of positive definite symmetric linear operators acting 
in H. We say that these two families are spectrally equivalent, uniformly in h(K) if 
C,(DK, h V, V)t t <~ (O~.h V, V)n <~ C2(DK.h V, V)n, (17) 
with positive constants, C~ and C2, independent of h(K) and V e H. 
Note that we shall often use the same letter Ct, C2 or C to denote different constant, independent 
of K and h. The following simple lemma will be useful for the analysis in the next two sections. 
Lemma 2.1 
Suppose that Bj and B 2 are positive definite symmetric linear operators acting in H. Then 
(B 2 V, V)n 
max - 2max(B?l/2B2B~ -I/2) = ~.max (B/ I  B2). (18) 
o,,v~n(Bl V, V)n 
Proof. The operators B~-~B2= B~-I(B~-I/2B2B~-1/2)BI/2 and B =Bi-I/2B2B~ -I/2 are similar and 
hence have the same eigenvalues. This proves the last equality in equation (18). The first equality 
follows since B is symmetric and hence 
(B?'/2 B2B? ':~ W, W).  (B2 V, V) .  
2max(B)= max = max , 
o,,w~n (W, W)n o,,v~n(B l V, V)n 
by setting V = B~-'/2W. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
3. F IN ITE  D IFFERENCE FORMULATION 
We first obtain a finite difference discretization of system (1) on the unit square. We then 
formulate a class of preconditioning operators and estimate the condition number of the 
preconditioned operator as K--*~ [assuming condition (3) holds]. The main result of the section 
is given in Theorem 3.1. 
3.1. Discretization 
We define the finite difference discretization, Lic.h , for the Dirichlet problem in the unit square 
corresponding to system (1) as follows. Let h denote the uniform grid size in both the x and y 
directions. Set N'  = h -j and N = (N' - 1) 2. Define 
~h={(xk,y/ )E~:Xk=kh,  y/=jh}, l < .k , j< .N ' - l ,  
~flh = {(Xk, yj) e ~f~ : Xk = kh, y~ =jh }, 
and [l h = t'lhuafl h. Thus if (xk,yj)~ Oflh, then either k = 0 or N' or j = 0 or N'. 
Let v denote a function defined on ['l h such that v = 0 on ~[1 h. Let vk.j denote the value of v at 
the grid point (xk, y/). We denote the usual forward, backward and centered ifference quotients 
as follows: 
and 
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[Vxkj = ~ (v~+ , j -  v~j), 
[v d~j = ~ (vk,j - vk_ ,,j) 
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[vdk.j = ~h (vk+ ,.j - vk_ ,.j), 
with similar notation for difference quotients in the y direction. We set ~(x, y) = a(x + h/2, y) and 
~(x, y) = b(x, y + (h/2)). We now define 
Lo.hV -- -- {(gVx)~ + (/~Vy)~} (19a) 
and 
L~c.hv =-- Lo.hV + K~(cv.¢ + (cv).¢ + dvy + (dr)y) + Kpv. (19b) 
The discretized version of system (1) is thus given by 
Lx .hu=f  in fib, u=0 on c~Y2 h. (20) 
This yields the following system of equations: 
AU =F, (21) 
where U and F are N-vectors and A is a sparse N x N matrix. Let R N denote N-dimensional 
Euclidean space with the usual inner product, ( , ), and norm, [[ 1[ = ( , )1/2. Let Ill ill denote 
the operator norm in R N. We solve equation (21) for the vector, U e R N, of interior grid values 
of the solution of equation (20) using the iterative method, PCGN, described in Section 2. 
3.2. Main result 
Our preconditioners for equation (21) will be based on the finite difference discretization of 
problem (4) defined by 
L +hv =-- --AhV + Kv - -(vx.~ + v.,..o) + Kv. (22) 
Let A0 (A ~- ) denote the matrix corresponding to L0.h ( -- Ah). Let A + denote the matrix correspond- 
ing to + L x.h. Hence 
A ÷ = A ~ + KI, (23) 
where I denotes the identity matrix in R ~. It follows from summation by parts that both A and 
A ÷ are non-singular, provided p/> 0. 
Our preconditioner is chosen to be any positive definite symmetric operator, M -~, acting in R N 
such that M is spectrally equivalent to A +, uniformly in Kandh. Hence there exist positive constants, 
Ct and C2, independent of K and h such that 
C,(A + V, V) <. (MV, V) <. C2(A + V, V) VV ~ R N. (24) 
The preconditioned operator is now defined by 
A' =- M-~/2AM-I/2. (25) 
We assume that condition (3) holds so that the symmetric part, As, of A is positive definite. It 
follows from Ref. [4] that x(A') ~< C with C independent of h as h --,0. Hence the number of 
iterations using PCGN remains bounded as h ~0 when K is fixed. 
Theorem 3.1 
Suppose that conditions (3) and (24) hold and A' is defined by equation (25). Then there is a 
positive constant C, independent of K >> 1 and h such that 
x(A ") <~ C(1 + K ~- I/2). (26) 
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Proof. Note that the matrix A s corresponds to the operator L0., + Kp. Since p does not depend 
on K, it follows immediately from conditions (lc) and (3) that there are positive constants, C'1 and 
C6, independent of K and h such that 
C~(AsV, V)<~(A+V, V)<~ C;(AsV, V) VVeR s. (27) 
In view of conditions (24) and (27), we may apply Theorem 2.1 and the Schwarz inequality to 
obtain 
x(A')~<C(1 + IIIas I 1/2 IIARV[I '~ 0max (  , (28) 
It also follows using condition (lc) and (3) that 
Ill A s I Ill ~< CK-'. (29) 
In view of estimates (28) and (29), we are left with proving 
II AR V II ~< CK"(A + V, V) 1/2 VV e R u. (30) 
To prove estimate (30), we recall that AR corresponds to the skew symmetric part of (19b), i.e. 
the first order difference terms. The next estimate may be readily proved using summation by parts 
(see, e.g. the proof of Theorem 4 in Ref. [4] or Lemma 3.2 in Ref. [9]). 
IIARVII ~< CK"((A~ V, V)1/2 + II vi i)  '¢V~R N. (31) 
Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and equation (23) that 
(a~ V, V) +-'A~- max = 2max(A ) ~< C (32a) 
o,,v~RN (A + V, V) 
and 
II v II 2 
max - 2max(A +-') ~< C(1 + K) -~. (32b) 
o¢v~R~(A+V, )
Combining estimates (31), (32a) and (32b), we obtain estimate (30). Estimate (26) is an immediate 
consequence of estimates (28)-(30) and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
We thus conclude that the number of iterations and hence the computational work required 
for a prescribed accuracy using PCGN is of order 0(1 +g *-1/2) as  K~oo and is bounded 
independently of the number of unknowns. 
Remark 3.1 
Since A ~ is positive definite, various alternative iterative methods that have been shown to be 
more effective than PCGN may be employed (see Ref. [3] and references cited there). Our results 
may be combined with the convergence estimates in Ref. [3] to bound the growth rate of the number 
of iterations with K for these alternative iterative methods. 
Remark 3.2 
It can be seen using arguments analogous to those in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that 
preconditioners based on other positive definite symmetric difference operators give less desirable 
growth rates as K~oo.  For example, if M is spectrally equivalent o A~ or A~ + K 2, we have 
x (A ') = 0(1 + K) as K ~ ~.  
4. F INITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 
We first formulate the operator equation (6) using a finite element discretization of problem (1) 
in a general domain fl with piecewise smooth boundary Of 1. We again assume that condition (3) 
holds. We than state and prove a result analogous to Theorem 3.1. The analysis is based on an 
operator theoretic formulation of the conjugate gradient method in L2(fl). Finally, we show that 
certain iterative methods (including multigrid methods) can be used to obtain a suitable 
preconditioner. 
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4.1. Discretization 
We briefly describe the finite element method for discretizing problem (1). For a comprehensive 
discussion of the finite element method, see Ref. [12] and references cited there. We begin with a 
weak or variational formulation of problem (1). 
We employ standard notation for the Sobolev spaces [13]. Set 
(v, w)L2 = f vw dx dy and II v IlL2 = (v, v)tz/~ Vv, w ~ L2(f~). 
For an arbitrary integer m >i 0, define 
Hm(~) =-- {V 6 L2(fl) : II v IIHm < ~},  
where 
II v II~um = Z II D~v I1~. 
We use the usual multi-index notation for D~v. Define 
H e - {v ~ HI(~)  : v = 0 on Ofl}, 
where v = 0 on OD means that its trace [13] vanishes on O~. The weak solution, u e H e, of problem 
(1) satisfies 
Bx(u, v) - (f,, v)L2 Vv ~ He(fl), (33) 
where 
fo (  av dw dvaw 
B x ( v, w ) =- a ~x ~x + b oy o-'-- ~
o/ o d 0 ) ) +K~C~xW+~x(CV)W+ oyW+-~y(dV lw +Kpvw dxdy .  (34) 
We shall see in Lemma 4.1 below that problem (33) is well-posed. 
To define a finite element method of order m >i 2 for discretizing problem (33), suppose we have 
a family of finite-dimensional spaces Shc  H e Vh e (0, 1). The spaces S h are typically formed by 
first partitioning ~ into simple subsets (elements) of size 0(h). S h then consists of continuous 
piecewise polynomials vh of degree ~<m - 1 on each element such that v h vanishes on 0f~. The 
approximate solution, uh~ S h, of problem (33) satisfies 
Bx(u h, v h) = (f ,  vh)L2 ¥V h e S h. (35) 
We now show that both problems (33) and (35) are well-posed and certain stability estimates 
hold. 
Lemma 4.1 
Suppose that condition (3) holds. 
(a) There is a unique solution, u, of problem (33) and a constant C, independent of 
K i> 1 and f, such that 
K II u IlL2 + KI/2 II Vu IlL2 ~< C I l f  IIL,- (36a) 
(b) There is a unique solution, u h, of problem (35) and a constant C, independent 
of K i> 1, h and f, such that 
K II u h IJL~ + K t/2 II Vu n IlL2 ~< C I If  IIL~. (36b) 
Proof. It suffices to prove (b) since the proof of (a) is almost the same. Suppose that u h in S h 
satisfies equation (35). Since uh= 0 on aft, it follows that 
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cub -~x + uh -~x (cub) + du ~ + u h (du h) dx dy 
= f,~ (~ (clu*l~)+~(dlu~l=))dx y =O, (37) 
using Greens theorem and the Dirichlet boundary condition in the last step. Combining conditions 
(lc), (3), (34), (35) and (37), we obtain 
ao foIVuhl2 dx dy + poK f luhl2 dx dy <~ Br(uh, uh) ~ l(f, uh)L:l. 
It now readily follows that 
and 
K H u h ][ 22 ~< C II f II ~ II u h II ~ 
_<C 
II Vu h 11~2 ~ IIf IlL2 II u h II,~ ~ ~ IIf 112=. 
We have thus proved that the solution of equation (35) is unique and estimate (36) holds. The same 
argument shows that the solution of the adjoint problem to equation (35) is unique. This proves 
that there exists a solution of equation (35) for each f. Q.E.D. 
As in Section 3, we employ the preconditioning operator L + defined by equations (4). The weak 
solution, u E H r, of equations (4) satisfies 
where 
B~(u, v) = (f, v),2 Vv tH  e, (38) 
f, 
B~ (v, w) -- / (Vv • Vw + Kvw) dx dy Vv, w ~ H E. (39) 
jo  
The approximate solution, uh~ S h, of equations (4) satisfies 
B?~ (u ~, v h) = (f, v~)L2 Vv h ~ S h. (40) 
Note that Lemma 4.1 applies to equations (38) and (40). In view of Lemma 4.1, we may define 
invertible linear operators Z = "4K.h and .4+ = ,4~.h mapping S h onto itself as follows: 
(Av h, w~)L2 = Bx(v h, w h) Vv h, w h ~ S h (41) 
and 
(A+v h, Wh)L2 = B~ (v h, w h) Vv h, w h ~ S h. (42) 
The finite element equations (35) and (40), can be formulated as matrix equations in R ~ by 
introducing a basis for S h, {~b~}, i = 1 , . . . ,  N. If vhs S h, then the vector V = (V~)e R N is defined 
by 
N 
vh= ~ V,q~,. (43) 
i= l  
Equation (35) now yields the system of equations 
A U = F, (44) 
where the components of F are given by F~ -- (f, ~bt)L2, i = 1 . . . . .  N. The elements A U of the 
"stiffness" matrix A are given by Au= Bx(dp/, dp~)= (.~dpj, dpi)z2, i, j  = 1 . . . . .  N. Typically, A is 
sparse since the ~b~ have local support. 
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Remark 4. I 
To prove an analogue of Theorem 3.1; we do not require any condition on S ~ other than 
S h = H e. Stronger assumptions are of course necessary to prove discretization error estimates and 
to analyze certain specific preconditioners (including multigrid preconditioners). This includes 
approximation assumptions and possibly geometric onditions on the mesh, such as quasi- 
uniformity [12], 
4.2. Main result 
We prove an analogue of Theorem 3.1 using the operator formulation i  S h. Our preconditioner 
is now chosen to be any positive definite symmetric operator Jl~-~ acting in S h such that ~t is 
spectrally equivalent to ,4+, uniformly in K and h. Hence there exist positive constants, C~ and C2, 
independent of K and h such that 
C1 (.~+v ', Vh)Lz <<. (~IV', Vh)L2 <<. C2(A+v h, v')L: VvheS h. (45) 
The preconditioned operator is defined by 
.,7, = 3~I'-,12 ,Tj. 7 -,12. (46) 
In view of condition (34) and definition (41), we see that the symmetric part, -4s, and skew 
symmetric part, -4R, of .4 are given by 
f (a t~vh t~wh t~vh OWh~dx dy + Kfpvhw*dxdy (47a) (2sV*'w')~=-J.\ dx ax +b-~--j Oy J 
and 
(.~Rv~,wh)L2=K'f (caVhwh+ ~---~(CVh)Wh+d~y Wh+~(dv')wh)dxdy, (47b) 
Jo\ 
VV h, wh~.s h. From equation (46), we see that the symmetric part, .4~, of.4' and the skew symmetric 
part, .4~, of .4' are given by 
A's = ~Vl-'/2Xs~1-l/2 (48a) 
and 
.~ =/l~t-112.,T R 214"-,/2. (48b) 
Since condition (3) holds, As and .~ are positive definite. 
We now state and prove an analogue of Theorem 3.1 for the operator formulation of the finite 
element method. 
Theorem 4.1 
Suppose that conditions (3) and (45) hold and X' is defined by equation (46). Then there is a 
positive constant, C, independent of K and h such that 
x(.4') ~< C(1 + K ~- 112). (49) 
Proof It follows from conditions (lc), (3) and definitions (39), (42) and (47a) that there are 
positive constants, C~ and C~, independent of K and h such that 
C;(.isVfl vh)L~ <~ (Z+vfl vh)L2 < C~(~sV', v')L~. (50) 
In view of conditions (45) and (50), we may apply Theorem 2.1 and the Schwarz inequality to 
obtain 
If ./Rv' FI~ '~ 
x(.zT') ~< C 1 + III .4s' II1~/# max ,.~-¥~.h :.h-~izz/. (51) 
0~t  e .~-~. t ' l  t,, , U JL2/ 
It also follows using conditions (lc), (3) and definition (47a) that 
III -/s' III L= <<- CK-'. (52) 
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In view of conditions (51) and (52), we are left with proving 
J[ ARV h JJL2 ~ CK°(,~+v h, Vh)lt./2 2 VV tl E S h. 
To prove condition (53), we first observe that 
II-/Rv h IIL~ = max 
O~.J~GS h 
Define the operator ,4~ by 
Hence 
I(ARv h, Wh)L2I 
II w ~ I1~ 
(53) 
(54) 
and 
II v h It[~ -+-,  
= 2m.~(A ) ~< C(1 + K)-'. (58b) max -+ h 0*,~s'(A v , Vh)L~ 
Combining problems (57), (58a) and (58b), we obtain condition (53). Condition (49) is an 
immediate consequence of conditions (51)-(53) and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
We thus see from Theorem 4.1 that the number of iterations of PCGN required to solve equation 
(35) is independent of the number of unknowns and is bounded by C(1 + K °- ~/2). 
Remark 4.2 
We can also see that PCGN applied to the matrix equation (44) has the same convergence rate. 
In fact, Theorem 4.1 holds with .4 and 2+ replaced by the corresponding stiffness matrices, A and 
A +, respectively. Note that no additional assumptions are necessary. 
4.3. Preconditioning operators 
Finally, we show that suitable iterative methods can be used to construct preconditioning 
operators 3~t-~ satisfying condition (45). We first obtain a useful reformulation of this spectral 
equivalence condition in terms of the energy norm. For each v h and w h ~ S h, define 
(Vh' wh)e -- (A+vh' Wh)L2 = B+ (vh' wh) = fn (Vvh" Vwh + KVhWh) dx dy, (59) 
using conditions (39) and (42). The energy norm corresponding to .4+ is given by 
IIvhJlE=(vh, vh)~ 2 Vvh~S h. 
Suppose that _~r- ~ is a positive definite symmetric operator acting in S h [with respect to ( , )L~] such 
that 
c~'  I I~/+-~IIE~ II~r-~PIl~< c? '  Ilff+-T'IIE Vfh~S h. (60) 
The next lemma follows easily using the fact that the largest eigenvalue of a positive definite 
symmetric operator is equal to its norm. Hence the proof will be omitted. 
A+ = ,~ + KI, (56) 
where I denotes the identity operator acting in S h. Combining equations (47b), (54), (55) and the 
Schwarz inequality, we deduce 
II XRv h IlLs ~< CK'((A~ v h, vh)~/~ + II v h ILL2). (57)  
Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 2.1, equations (55) and (56) that 
(A~ v h, v')L2 = 2m~(~+_~X~ ) <. C (58a) max O~.t,h~s h (.~+~h, Vh)L 2 
(~ oh' Wh)L2 ~ ~t'l vI)h" vWh dx dy Vv h, w h ~ S h. (55) 
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Lemma 4.2 
Estimate (45) holds if and only if estimate (60) holds. 
Now suppose we are given an iterative process for solving the equation 
.4+u h =p.  (61) 
We thus obtain a sequence of approximate solutions, u0 h, u~ . . . . .  u~ after J iterations, starting with 
initial guess u0 h. The "iteration matrix", ~', is a linear operator mapping thej - 1st error into the 
jth error. Thus 
u h-ujh =, l / (uh_  u~_l), l<~j~J. (62) 
We assume that this iterative process converges in the energy norm for each ~ e S h and that 
II ~v  h lie 
I[l~l[IE = max - - = 7  < 1. (63) 
Thus the iteration matrix reduces the error by a factor of % 
Suppose that u0 h= 0. Using equations (61) and (62), we now have 
u~ = ( I  - (~y)u  h = ( I  - (~Y)2+-  ~ '. (64) 
Define 
j~ty ifh = u~. (65) 
We see from equations (64) and (65) that 3~rj-~ defines a linear operator acting in S h. We now 
employ Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 to prove the following result. 
Corollary 4.1 
(a) Suppose that equations (63)-(65) holds. Then condition (60) holds for M = .~t s
with Ci - t= l+yand Cf  ~=1-7 .  
(b) Suppose in addition that .~ryJ is a positive definite symmetric operator with 
respect o ( , )L2 and that ? in (63) is independent of h and K. Then the result 
of Theorem 4.1 holds with the preconditioner given by )t~'j -I. 
Proof. (a) It follows from equations (63)-(65) that 
Jl ~ ; 'Y '  - 2 +-~ [1~ = II (~t)s2 +-7 .  lie ~< ~ II 2 +-7  ~ lie. 
Applying this estimate and the triangle inequality, we see that 
(1 -- ),)II 2+-~ lie ~< IIM~-lf~ lie ~< (1 + 7)I[ f f+-~ lIE. (66) 
This proves supposition (a). 
(b) It follows from the hypotheses, inequality (66) and Lemma 4.2 that h~tj is uniformly spectrally 
equivalent o .4+ (in K and h). Thus supposition (b) follows immediately from Theorem 
4.1. Q.E.D. 
It follows from results in Refs [14-17] and references cited there that condition (63) holds with 
7 independent of h when ~f t  is obtained from a multigrid method applied to a positive definite 
symmetric discrete elliptic operator. For the specific operator given by A~ (corresponding to 
-A  + KI), it follows from Ref. [14] (Theorem 3) that 7 is also independent of K. Hence we see 
from Corollary 4.1 that a symmetric multigrid method (with zero initial guess) applied to the 
operator .~  may be employed to obtain our preconditioning operator. We define such a 
preconditioner in Section 6. 
5. SOME MODELS WITH AN INDEFINITE SYMMETRIC PART 
We now consider the convection diffusion model 
Lxu=-Au+K C~x+~x oy(dU) +Kpu=f  inf, ,  
u=0 on0fL  
(67a) 
(67b) 
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It follows from Theorem 3.1 or 4.1 that model (67) can be solved numerically with an operation 
count (work estimate) that grows at worst like 0(1 + K ~/2) as K~ ~,  provided condition (3) holds. 
If condition (3) does not hold, the analysis in Ref. [9] as well numerical results in Section 6 below 
(see Table 2) indicate that a direct application of PCGN to the discrete system should not be 
expected in general to yield a work estimate better than 0(1 + K) as K~.  
In this section we show that it is possible to solve problem (67) with the work estimate 0(1 + K 1/2) 
even when condition (3) does not hold, provided a suitable condition holds for either c(x, y)  or 
d(x, y). The main point is that in such cases, it is possible to map Lx into another operator of the 
same form for which condition (3) holds using a simple transformation that does not depend on 
K. In such cases our numerical algorithm consists of first approximately solving the transformed 
problem using PCGN with work estimate 0(1 + K t/2) and then mapping the resulting solution into 
an approximate solution of problem (67) (see Algorithm 5.1 below). 
Note. We assume that the principal part in condition (67) has constant coefficients merely to 
simplify the technical details in the proof of Theorem 5.1 below. It is easily seen that an analogous 
result holds for the variable coefficient case using the same argument. 
We employ an exponential transformation to obtain our results. Set 
fi = e -'x u (68a) 
or  
If equation (68a) holds, set 
If equation (68b) holds, set 
fi = e-'Yu. (68b) 
f = e-~Xf. (69a) 
f = e-~Yf (69b) 
It is readily seen that problem (67) is transformed into the following boundary value problem for 
assuming that either equations (68a), (69a) or (68b), (69b) holds: 
£x~-=-Af i+K c3y+~yy(a~)+K#f i=f  infl,  
f i=0  on0~,  (70) 
with easily computable functions ~(x, y), d(x, y) and/~(x, y). 
Now suppose we can choose • in equation (68) such that 
/~(x,y)>~/~0>0 in f~. (71) 
In this ease, we propose the following algorithm for approximately solving problem (67). 
Algorithm 5. I 
(i) Discretize problem (70) and solve the resulting system of equations using PCGN as in 
Section 3 or 4 to obtain an approximate solution fih 
(ii) Set u h = e~~ hif equation (68a) holds or u h = e~;fi h if equation (68b) holds to obtain an 
approximate solution of problem (67). 
Note that alternative iterative methods may be employed in step (i) instead of PCGN since the 
symmetric part is positive definite. 
Remark 5.1 
It is important hat a in equations (68a) or (68b) be independent of K for K sufficiently large. 
Otherwise, computational difficulties can arise for large K since it may be necessary to deal with 
very large or very small numbers. 
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The computation i Algorithm 5.1 is clearly dominated by step (i). It follows from Theorem 3.1 
or 4.1 that (i) requires at most 0(1 + K ~/2) operations when condition (71) holds. We now prove 
that condition (71) holds for K sufficiently large provided either 
(i) c(x,y)>~co>O or ( i i ) -c(x,y)>>,co>O i n~ (72a) 
or  
(i) d(x, y)/> do > 0 or (ii) - d(x, y) i> do > 0 in f~. (72b) 
Theorem 5.1 
Suppose that u satisfies problem (67) and either conditions (68a), (69a) and (72a) holds or 
conditions (68b), (69b) and (72b) holds. Then we may choose ~t, independent of K, such that 
condition (71) holds for all K satisfying 
2K > at 2. (73) 
ct only depends on lip II ~ and either c o or do in (72). The number of arithmetic operations required 
for Algorithm 5.1 is of order 0(1 + K 1/2) as K-- ,~.  
Proof It suffices to assume condition (72a) since analogous arguments hold assuming condition 
(72b). Substituting conditions (68a), (69a) and (72a) into system (67), we see using a straightforward 
calculation that condition (70) holds with ~ = c - ot/K, a = d and 
0~ 2 
/~ = 2c0t + p - K"  (74) 
Now set 
and 
2 + liP I1~ 
= fl = 2c0 if (i) in condition (72a) holds (75a) 
2 + II P II 
--~ = fl = 2co if (ii) in condition (72a) holds. (75b) 
We readily obtain using expressions (72), (74) and (75): 
0~ 2 0~ 2 
/~ ~> 2c0fl - liP II ~ - -~ = 2 - ~ .  (76) 
Condition (71) now follows from conditions (73) and (76). The last assertion of the theorem follows 
easily from condition (71) and Theorems 3.1 or 4.1. Q.E.D. 
6. NUMERICAL  ALGORITHM AND RESULTS 
In this section we present numerical results for a model problem in a square f~. We employ the 
finite difference discretization discussed in Section 3. The preconditioning operator is given by a 
symmetric multigrid cycle applied to the five point finite difference discretization of L~¢ = -A  + K. 
6.1. Multigrid preconditioner 
We apply a multigrid cycle M -~ to the five point finite difference operator, Lx+.h =- --Ah+ K, 
acting in fL (Note that this five point scheme can be used for the preconditioner ven when more 
complicated iscretizations are used for the given operator.) We now briefly describe the multigrid 
cycle. We refer to Refs [18-20] for a detailed discussion and Fourier analysis of this multigrid 
method. 
Let A ÷ denote the matrix acting in R N corresponding to Lx+.h. To define M -~, we begin with 
a sequence of grids G o . . . . .  G L with grid size hj on G j given by 
hj = 2 L-jh, j = 0 . . . . .  L. (77) 
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The discretization of LIe on G j leads to the following system of equations 
A j+ U j = FL (78) 
M- tF  is approximate A + -' for each F in R N. TO define M-IF,  we choose some relaxation scheme 
("smoothing operator"), Sj, to reduce the "high frequency" error components on G j. To reduce 
the "low frequency" error components, we employ a restriction operator, I~- I, mapping G j into 
G j- i and a prolongation operator, I~_ i, mapping G j-  1 into G j, 1 <~j ~< L. We now recursively 
define M- 'F  = (ML)-IF. 
Definition 6.1 
Let rj and sj be prescribed non-negative integers, 0 ~<j ~< L, and let p be a given positive integer. 
(A) Suppose L = 0. Define (M°) - IF  to be the approximate solution obtained by applying 
r0 + So relaxation sweeps, starting with some prescribed initial guess. 
(B) Suppose that L > 0 and we are given an initial guess for M- IF  = (ML)-IF. Define (M°) -1 
as in (A) with zero initial guess and define (MJ) -l as follows for 1 ~<j ~< L, assuming (MJ- t )  -1 is 
defined for the grid level G j- i. 
(i) Apply rj relaxation sweeps on G j (starting with zero initial guess i f j  < L) to 
obtain an approximate solution, 0 j, of equation (78). 
(ii) Restrict the residual, R j = F j -A  J0 j, to G j- 1 using I~ -I . 
(iii) Approximately solve the residual problem, A j- i W- ' = I~- 1R j, using p cycles of 
(M J- l)  -~ on G j- 1 starting with zero initial guess. 
(iv) Interpolate this approximate solution, pj- l ,  up to G j using I~_,. Set 
O;ow = OJ + Ii_ , PJ- '. 
(v) Define (M j)- IF by applying sj additional relaxation sweeps on G j using ¢-7~ew as 
the initial approximation. 
I fp = 1, M -1 is referred to as a ~e cycle. I fp = 2, M -I is a ~ cycle. We want the cycle to define 
a positive definite symmetric matrix acting in R N. Hence we choose a zero initial guess and each 
rj = sj in Definition 6.1. We also require that all operations in the direction of finer grids be the 
adjoint of the operations in the direction of coarser grids. To this end, we use linear interpolation 
for I~_ 1 and its adjoint, a full weighting, for the fine to coarse grid residual transfer (see Ref. [18]). 
For our relaxation sweeps, we choose Gauss Seidel relaxation with a red-black ordering in the 
direction of finer grids and a black-red ordering in the direction of coarser grids. (This choice 
of relaxation sweeps also makes the PCGN algorithm well-suited for vector and parallel 
computations.) From now on, we let M -1 also denote the resulting positive definite symmetric 
matrix. 
Remark 6.1 
The analysis in Ref. [20] shows that condition (24) holds when M- '  is defined by this multigrid 
preconditioner. In fact, it was proved that the number of grid levels can be reduced as K increases. 
Furthermore, it follows from the analysis in Refs [19, 20] that analogous results hold when M -I 
is obtained from a multigrid method applied to the discrete Laplacian, -A  h, provided the number 
of grid levels is suitably chosen. This multigrid preconditioner was used in Ref. [21] in connection 
with underwater acoustics problems and subsequently in Refs [22, 23] for other wave propagation 
models. 
6.2. Numerical results 
We next present typical numerical results demonstrating the behavior of PCGN (the pre- 
conditioned conjugate gradient method for the normal equations). We employ the symmetric 
preconditioning described in Section 2 [see equation (10)]. The preconditioner is given by one 
multigrid ~ cycle (starting with zero initial guess) applied to the finite difference operator L~.h as 
described above. We employ one red-black and one black-red relaxation sweep except on the 
coarsest grid, where we employ two sweeps of each kind. (No attempt was made to optimize the 
number of cycles or the number of relaxation sweeps.) 
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We consider convection diffusion problems in the square, f~ - {(x, y) : 0 ~< x ~< n, 0 ~< y ~< r~}. 
For our first two examples, we consider 
_  (Ou o.) 
- Au \dx + -~y + Kpu =f  in f~, (79a) 
u =0 on dO, (79b) 
where p = 1 or p = - 1. Problem (79) is discretized using the five point finite difference scheme with 
N'  grid intervals of uniform grid size h = n/N'  in both directions. The number of equations is 
N = (N' - 1) 2. 
The numerical experiments are designed to illustrate the convergence properties of PCGN using 
the multigrid preconditioner with a suitable choice of h0 (the coarsest grid size). It follows from 
results in Ref. [20] that for optimal convergence, h0 should be chosen to satisfy Kh0 ~ ,~ Co for a 
suitable constant e0. This does not impose any additional constraint on the fine grid size h, since 
it is typically necessary to impose the condition Kh = 0(1) in order to maintain accuracy in the 
solution of problem (79). For implementation, it is more convenient to specify the number of grid 
levels. 
In the tables below, NLEV denotes the optimal number of grid levels and NIT denotes the 
corresponding number of iterations required for convergence. Convergence is defined to mean that 
the normalized iscrete mean-square norm of the residual is less than 10-3. (The discretization error 
is not substantially reduced by a more stringent stopping criterion.) NLEV and NIT are determined 
for various values of K and N'. We have observed that NLEV typically corresponds to the 
condition, n2/16 ~ Kh~ <~ ~2/4. 
In Tables 1 and 2, we present results for problem (79) with p = 1 and p = - 1, respectively. The 
function f is obtained from the exact solution given by 
u(x, y) = sin x siny + x(e -Kx - e-X")sin y. (80) 
Recall that NIT is proportional to the condition number of the preconditioned matrix. Hence it 
follows from Theorem 3.1 that NIT = O(K ~a) as K~ oo when p = I. This is confirmed by the results 
in Table 1. On the other hand, we see from Table 2 that the growth rate of NIT is closer to 0(K) 
as K--+oo when p = -1 .  Hence the number of iterations is much larger in this case, particularly 
for large K. For example when K = 16 and N'  = 64 (corresponding to about 4000 equations), we 
see that N IT= 13 for p = 1 and NIT = 50 for p = - 1. 
It is also indicated in Tables 1 and 2 that NIT = 0(1) as h ~0 for fixed K, as expected. When 
no preconditioning is employed, the condition umber and hence NIT increases like 0(h -2) as h --+0 
for fixed K. Hence we expect NIT to be considerably larger when no preconditioning is used, 
particularly for large problems. For example, we observed that the number of iterations is typically 
increased a factor of 100 or more when N'  = 64 and no preconditioning is used. Each iteration 
required about twice as much execution time on a VAX 11/785 when the multigrid preconditioner 
is used. 
Table 1 
K N' NLEV NIT 
4 32 4 6 
8 32 3 9 
16 32 3 I1 Table 2 
4 64 5 6 
8 64 4 9 K N' NLEV NIT 
16 64 4 13 4 32 3 15 
32 64 3 17 8 32 3 27 
4 128 6 7 16 32 2 44 
8 128 5 10 4 64 4 15 
16 128 5 13 8 64 4 27 
32 128 4 20 16 64 3 50 
problem(79); u is given by equation (80). p = - l  in prob~m(79); u is given by equation (80). p=l  in 
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Table 3 
K N" NLEV NIT 
4 32 4 12 
8 32 3 17 
4 64 5 13 
8 64 4 18 
16 64 4 25 
8 128 5 19 
16 128 5 27 
32 128 4 40 
P ~Pl in equations (81); u is given by equation (82). 
Table 4 
K N' NLEV NIT 
4 32 4 16 
8 32 3 24 
4 64 5 18 
8 64 4 26 
16 64 4 33 
8 128 5 27 
16 128 5 35 
32 128 4 38 
P = P2 in equations (81); u is given by equation (82). 
For our last example, we consider 
_ K(°u Ou) 
- Au \ ~x + -~y + Kpu = f in ~, 
Ou(O, y) Ou(n, y) 
Ox = gl (Y), Ox = gE(Y), 
(81a) 
du(x, O) 
Oy 
- -=h(x)  and u(x,n)=O. 
The data is determined by the exact solution given by 
u(x, y) = exp(-x/K:  + (1/2)2x) cos y + exp(-  Ky) - exp(- rty). 
We assume that p(x, y) is given by either of the following two functions: 
n+x+y 
P =Pl- 7~ 
(81b) 
(82) 
or  
f 7~ x 7z P=P2-4,  for- <x~<~, O~<y~-~, 
1, elsewhere. 
Note. The skew symmetric part of the operator is not given by the first order derivative terms, 
due to the boundary conditions on the bottom and lateral sides. Hence Theorem 3.1 is not 
applicable ven though p(x, y)>~P0 > 0 in f~. 
In Tables 3 and 4, we determine NIT and NLEV for various values of K and N' with p given 
by p, and P2, respectively. As before, we see that NIT remains essentially constant as N' increases 
with K fixed. Furthermore, NIT grows like 0(K ~/2) as K~.  
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